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Abstract: In classification, feature selection engineering helps in choosing the most relevant data
attributes to learn from. It determines the set of features to be rejected, supposing their low contribu-
tion in discriminating the labels. The effectiveness of a classifier passes mainly through the set of
selected features. In this paper, we identify the best features to learn from in the context of credit risk
assessment in the financial industry. Financial institutions concur with the risk of approving the loan
request of a customer who may default later, or rejecting the request of a customer who can abide
by their debt without default. We propose a feature selection engineering approach to identify the
main features to refer to in assessing the risk of a loan request. We use different feature selection
methods including univariate feature selection (UFS), recursive feature elimination (RFE), feature
importance using decision trees (FIDT), and the information value (IV). We implement two variants
of the XGBoost classifier on the open data set provided by the Lending Club platform to evaluate and
compare the performance of different feature selection methods. The research shows that the most
relevant features are found by the four feature selection techniques.

Keywords: feature selection engineering; credit risk assessment; machine learning; classification

1. Introduction

Machine learning and data mining techniques are widely used in business, science,
and technology [1]. Financial services are deeply disrupted by the emergent applications of
advanced information technology tools and techniques, such as machine learning. This
trend has led to the birth of Fintech where the scope is the development of artificial
intelligence solutions to improve the quality and efficiency of retail or corporate banking.
Among arising subfields under the umbrella of Fintech, we can cite Blockchain, e-payment,
and machine learning applications. In retail banking personal loans, mortgages, and credit
cards represent the main services and consist of offering credit facilities or stage payments
to suitable creditworthy customers [2]. Banks and financial institutions face the risk of
borrower defaults when the payment of a part of the debt is delayed or definitely unpaid.
The decision of approving a loan request is generally based on a credit score derived from
the financial records of the customer. A customer’s financial record shows the data of
the borrower, including actual and past engagements, and current and historical financial
transactions, among others. Such data can be seen as the customer’s features used in order
to approve or deny a loan or a credit card request [3]. In this context, we propose in this
paper studying the main features driving the decision of a financial analyst when replying
to a loan inquiry. To do so, we design and implement a features engineering approach
based on the comparison of different feature selection techniques.

A feature in data science represents the learning variable in a dataset [4]. The type of
data used in machine learning can be structured, semi-structured, and unstructured. In the
context of the credit scoring problem, the dataset representing the customers’ attributes is
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structured where the features describe current and historical information about the financial
behavior of the client. The dataset encloses also the type of customer as a data feature
(defaulter or not). The objective of the classification problem is to draw the relationship
between the type of customer (label) and other features (descriptors) of the client as reported
in the dataset [5]. Therefore, the question is how to map the feature values to a type of
customer. Such a fact means that each feature used in the mapping contributes to separating
good customers from bad customers (defaulters). However, the participation of features
in fitting the final machine learning model varies. Some features give more information
about the customer than others. An irrelevant selected feature will lead to overfitting in
the learning process without a significant contribution to the performance of the model.
The decision maker, i.e., the financial analyst, needs to know the most relevant features to
help in approving or disapproving a request.

The literature offers a variety of feature selection approaches and techniques including
univariate selection [6], recursive feature elimination [7], feature importance determination
using a classification technique, such as decision trees [8], and information value [9], among
others. The objective of this paper is to find the most relevant/important features to
refer to in the credit risk assessment problem. We apply, firstly, different feature selection
techniques on a real dataset [10], namely the UFS, RFE, FIDT, and the IV to generate their
respective training and test sets. Then, we fit an XGBoost model [11] for each dataset.
The performance of the obtained classifiers is compared using different metrics, such as
F1, accuracy, recall, precision, and the ROC (receiver operating characteristics)–AUC (area
under the curve) curves. As the aim of the paper is to find the most relevant features, we
build the wordcloud and list the most important nine features used by each selector. It is
worth noting that prior knowledge of the determinant of the type of customer will help
the financial analyst in taking and justifying the decision on whether to approve or decline
a loan request. Additionally, if a classification model has to be developed to classify the
customers of the bank, then the use of the minimum relevant features in fitting the model
will reduce the curse of dimensionality of the model, the training time, and the overfitting
from one side. It will also improve the model’s accuracy and effectiveness by reducing the
noise induced by the use of irrelevant features from another side.

In this paper, we start by conducting a critical analysis of the feature engineering
methods used in machine learning in general and for credit risk analysis in particular.
We then implement a data science procedure to find the main features to use in order
to discriminate bad from good customers. After preprocessing and cleaning the data
set provided by the Lending Club platform, we call the four selected feature selection
techniques to build their respective training sets. On each data set, we fit an XGBoost model.
In order to evaluate the performance of the fitted XGBoost classifiers, we use different
classification metrics, namely the F1 score, roc_auc_score, accuracy, precision, and recall
score. The final step is to derive the main features used in different models and examine
their performance to build the list of relevant features for the credit risk analysis problem.
This paper is organized as follows: the next section defines the credit risk assessment
problem in the context of retailing finance. Section 3 details the feature engineering process
and details the used feature selection techniques named also selectors. The next section
presents the implemented approach by describing the main algorithm, the description of
the dataset, the preprocessing phase, and the classification and comparison of the models’
performance. In Section 5, we report the research findings by presenting the features found
to be relevant in the discrimination of defaulters from good customers. The last section
contains the conclusions and the potential perspectives of this work.

2. Credit Risk Assessment in Retail Banking

Financial institutions, including banks, lending companies, insurances, etc., offer dif-
ferent services to their customers. Providing loans and credit cards, among other services,
are highly risky operations, and their success is measured later by the ability of the customer
to pay back their debt [12,13]. The credit scoring problem measures a customer’s creditwor-
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thiness before approving the loan demand. Its solution is an estimation of the customer’s
ability to cope with the requirement of paying back their installments [14]. The credit
score is obtained based on customer behavior when dealing with their past and current
engagements. Customer engagements can be the payment of different bills (electricity,
water, internet, etc.), credit card balances, and previous loan installments, among oth-
ers [15]. Generally, a customer with less financial engagement and timely fulfillment of
their financial engagements has a higher likelihood of being a good customer who will pay
future credits on time and without delay. The opposite side is more important to handle
because rejecting a customer’s demand is equivalent to losing them. Therefore, the risk of
approving a loan should be calculated and measured using previous customer records and
converted into an evaluation of the customer’s default and credit worthiness. Given the
fact that banks and money-lending institutions concur on the risk of borrowers defaulting
in paying back their debt, the expected loss (EL) needs to be estimated/calculated. The EL
is the product of the following three terms (EL = PD ∗ EAD ∗ LGD):

• Probability of default (PD): the likelihood that the borrower will fail to pay the loan.
• Exposure at default (EAD): the expected value of the loan at the time of default (how

much remains to be paid?).
• Loss given default (LGD): the amount of loss if there is a default expressed as a

percentage of the EAD.

Different credit scoring methods and models can be found in the literature.

1. Statistical analysis methods [16–18]. This class of techniques refers to a variety of
statistical credit scoring models, including the following:

• Linear discriminant analysis [19];
• Logistic regression [17];
• Naive Bayes networks [20].

2. Multicriteria methods [21,22].
3. Machine learning methods:

• Clustering using k-nearest neighbor algorithms [23].
• Classification algorithms [23,24].

– Decision trees [25].
– Genetic algorithms [26].
– Support vector machines [27].
– Perceptrons and neural networks based techniques [20,28–30].
– Bagging [31,32].
– Random forests [33,34].
– Boosting and extreme gradient boost [35,36].

The above-mentioned machine learning methods used different feature selection
techniques mainly to reduce the dimensionality of the training sets. We can see that no
agreement is made on the appropriate technique to use in order to find the best features to
learn from in the context of credit scoring problems. Therefore, we consider that the study
of the performance of different feature selection methods is relevant. The objective is to
recommend the best features to learn from when deciding on the approval or denial of
loan requests.

3. Features Selection Engineering

The objective of machine learning is to fit learning models from training sets able
to classify correctly seen and unseen data [13]. Nowadays, data are abundant [37] and
big datasets can be found and generated from different sources. Given this curse of
dimensionality, it is required to filter and select the sample of a dataset that seems to
contribute more to discriminating the target values. Therefore, an feature selection step
is mandatory to reduce the size of the training sets and consequently minimize the noise
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induced by the use of nonsignificant features. A variety of feature selection types and
techniques are available in the literature. In this paper, we use the following four techniques:

• The univariate feature selection [6] determines a vector of weight showing the strength
of the relationships between each feature and the label. These techniques are based on
statistical tests to calculate the weights vector. Therefore, many variants of univariate
feature selections can be implemented depending on the statistics used, such as the
ANOVA F-value method, chi-squared (chi2) tests, etc. The selected features are the
K features with the highest weights. In this paper, we implement a (chi2) based
univariate feature selection algorithm named chi2UFS.

• The recursive feature elimination [7] consists of removing the features showing less
importance. The recursive selection process is based on ranking the features accord-
ing to their importance in a defined model. Recursively, the model is rebuilt using
the remaining features (initially all features), and the least important attributes are
removed. The number of features to return is defined by the parameter K. However,
it is possible to use the cross-validation technique to calculate the optimal number
of features. In this paper, we implement an RFE algorithm named lrRFECV based
on the logistics regression model, using cross-validation techniques. As a recursive
algorithm, the lrRFECV is time consuming depending on the number of features being
evaluated. Therefore, the lrRFECV is preceded in this paper by the calculation of the
features correlation matrix and the removal of highly correlated features.

• The feature importance determination [8] named also the model-based feature impor-
tance consists of building a classifier using all available features. Then, the K most
important features are selected based on the ranking of the model. The output of the
feature importance technique depends mainly on the used classifier, which can be a
logistics regression, Bayesian linear classifier, decision tree, random forest, support vec-
tor machine (SVM), or an XGBoost classifier. In this paper, we implement the feature
importance determination technique using a decision tree classifier named FIDT.

• The information value [9] is a statistic that shows how well a feature (predictor) will
separate between a binary target variable, such as the type of the borrowers in the
credit scoring problem (good or bad). It is based on the weight of evidence of the
feature. The WoE of a feature is a simple statistic showing the strength of a predictor
in separating the values of a binary target. The target in the credit scoring problem is
to identify good and bad borrowers, denoted respectively as g and b. The weight of
evidence of feature x is given below:

WoEx = ln(gi/bi) (1)

where gi is the percent of good customers and bi is the percent of bad customers.
The information value of a feature x is calculated as follows [9]:

IVx =
n

∑
i=1

(gi − bi) ∗ ln(gi/bi) (2)

which is equivalent to

IVx =
n

∑
i=1

(gi − bi) ∗WoEx (3)

There is no clear threshold identified to use a cut-off to select a feature or reject it.
However, in the context of credit scoring, it is commonly used that a feature x is selected if
IVx ≥ 0.3.

4. Implementation and Computational Results

The main Algorithm 1 of the features selection engineering approach is depicted below.
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Algorithm 1 Main algorithm

dataset← readData()
selectorsList← [’UFS’, ’RFE’, ’IV’, ’FIDT’]
classi f iersrsList← [XGBoost]
comparisionFrame← initComparisionFrame()
dataPreprocessing()
for slct in selectorsList do

data[slct]← applySelector(dataset, slct) . apply the features selection technique
slctFeatures[slct]← getFeatures(data[slct]) . read the selected features
data[slct]← SMOTE(data[slct]) . apply Smote to balance the training sets
Xtrain, ytrain, Xtest, ytest, Xval, yval ← splitData(data[slct]) . split the learning set
for cl f in classi f iersList do

model ← fitModel(cl f , data[sclt])
metrics← testValidate(model, Xtrain, ytrain, Xtest, ytest, Xval, yval)
comparisionFrame← updateComparisionFrame(metrics, slct)

end for
end for
buildWordCloud(slctdFeatures) . plot the wordcloud of the selected features
return comparisonFrame

4.1. Data Set

The empirical study in this paper uses a dataset provided by the repository of the
Lending Club platform (http://www.lendingclub.com) accessed on 10 September 2021.
The Lending Club platform is an online crowd-sourcing and lending platform in the United
States. The Lending Club platform provides quarterly-updated data sets on the status of
approved loans. We choose the dataset compiled from 2007 to December 2018, composed
of 1,408,575 records and 152 data columns. Seven different values give the status of a loan:
current, charged off, fully paid, default, in the grace period, late (16–30 days), and late
(31–120 days). We consider that current and grace period loans do not inform about the
final default of a borrower, as they may default later. Therefore, all current and grace
period loans are excluded from the data set, reducing the number of samples to 440,151.
A customer is considered a good borrower if the status of their loan is fully paid. A bad
customer has a loan status of charged-off, default, late (16–30), or late (31–120) . The ratio
of good samples to bad samples in the data set is approximately 4:1. The structure of the
original data set is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Structure of the original data set.

Category Number of Samples Proportion

Good 345,844 78.57%
Bad 94,307 21.43%
Total 440,151 100%

Probability of default
PD = 0.2143

4.2. Data Pre-Processing

1. Manual screening:
According to the expert’s opinion, some attributes are irrelevant and may not be used
to determine the customer’s creditworthiness. In total, 53 features are identified to be
removed from the initial data set. Then, 99 elements are kept.

2. Null values handling:
The phase of data acquisition always comes with some missing values. Null values
mean that some attributes cannot be used in the prediction of the credit scoring system
without adjusting their empty records. In this paper, we consider that features with

http://www.lendingclub.com
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more than 50% values missing are ignored. The average of the column values will
replace the remaining empty cells if they are numeric. Null values of discrete columns
are replaced by their mode. The number of removed features for null values cause
is 66, and the empty cells of 22 features are adjusted using their mean/mode value.
After handling null values, 33 features are kept.

3. Standardization:
Standardization is a data transformation method that scales the data to the standard
normal distribution (mean equals 0 and standard deviation equals 1).

4. Encoding categorical variables:
Categorical variables cannot be handled, as they are by machine learning algorithms.
Therefore, a transformation step is required to convert categorical data into numerical
data. For instance, we used the label encoding method to transform categorical
features into numeric values.

5. Features correlation The data set was initially composed of 152 variables used to
describe whether a customer may default or not in the payment of their loan. However,
some of the features may not be important to assess a customer’s default. Moreover,
some features may also appear to be much more significant in separating good
customers from bad customers than other features. The financial consultant review
helped to find insignificant features and removed 53 columns. After the null handling
process, we finished with 33 features.
The second step in feature selection is based on the correlation between variables.
For instance, highly positive or negative correlated variables seem to inform about the
target variable in the same way, which means that it is enough to keep one of them.
Given the correlation matrix between the 33 variables and the used threshold of 0.8,
eight (8) variables were dropped.

6. Correlation to the label Given the 25 remaining features, we conducted a correlation
to the label (Status) evaluation. With a threshold of 0.97, we found that some features
are highly correlated with the type of borrower. Therefore, six other variables were
also dropped. By the end, we found a clean dataset composed of 217,320 customers
described by 19 variables.

4.3. Computational Results

After cleansing the raw lending club dataset and checking the correlation between
the variables and the label, we implemented the four feature selection techniques in order
to find the relevant features to assess the credit risk in retail banking. For each selector,
we kept only the nine most important features and we used them to build their respective
dataset for training and testing. The built datasets were then used to fit four XGBoost
classifiers. It is worth noting that the XGBoost supports out-of-sample validation using
k-fold cross-validation. This fact will avoid overfitting as stated in [38]. The performance
of the classifiers is reported in Table 2 and Figure 1. Table 2 shows the classification
performance metrics on the train and test sets. We can see that the F1 scores are slightly
different for the UFS, RFE, and IV but lower for FIDT with 0.708. Furthermore, we can see
that there is no clear difference between the metrics values on the training and test sets
(the mean difference is 0.01). This fact illustrates the absence of overfitting or underfitting,
even if the accuracy of all models is less than 0.8. The area under the curve scores are close
to 0.8 for all models, except for the FIDT selector with 0.736. This fact shows that there is
excellent discrimination between bad and good customers by the UFS-, RFE-, and IV-based
models. It is important to mention also that the FIDT feature selection technique returns
the lowest performance. The remaining techniques are quite similar in terms of accuracy,
recall, and precision. We can explain this behavior by the fact that the UFS, RFE, and IV
share mostly the same main features.
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Table 2. Performance of 4 XGBoost models.

Model F1 Roc_Auc_Score Accuracy Recall Precision
Train Test Train Test Train Test

XGBoost
UFS 0.780 0.780 0.784 0.777 0.790 0.783 0.781 0.770
RFE 0.773 0.776 0.784 0.780 0.787 0.786 0.782 0.779
FIDT 0.708 0.736 0.718 0.708 0.718 0.709 0.717 0.711
IV 0.777 0.780 0.792 0.779 0.788 0.776 0.795 0.779

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1. ROC Curves of the XGBoost models based on different features selection techniques.
(a) UFS-XGBoost. (b) FIDT-XGBoost. (c) RFE-XGBoost. (d) IV-XGBoost.

As for the ROC curves, we can see that all four curves share the same shape. The train-
ing and testing curves are very close for all models; this is due to the fact that there is no
big difference between the accuracy of the training and testing sets. The training and test
curves of the FIDT are clearly overlapping.

5. Research Findings

The objective of this paper was to find the most relevant features to use in order
to classify the type of customers and then decide on their creditworthiness. The most
important features are plotted in the word cloud, Figure 2 and detailed in Table 3. The
asterisk (*) in Table 3 shows that the feature was selected by the feature selection technique.
Below, we detail the main four features:

1. Number of open trades in last 6 months: This feature states that if a customer tends to
open more accounts (trades) in the last 6 months, then there is a high chance that they
will default on their loan.
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2. Interest rate on the loan: Higher interest rates increase the amount of the installments,
which may push the borrower to default.

3. Balance to the credit limit on all trades: This feature informs on how much debt the
customer has and how much credit they are using. A customer with a low ratio has a
much greater chance of being a good borrower.

4. Number of personal finance inquiries: The number of accesses to the customer credit
records made by authorized entities to check the customer’s score. Such accesses are
generally made based on a request made by the customer for a loan or credit card
from the accessing entity. Generally, more access means that the customer is seeking
more credits from different banks, increasing the probability of future defaults.

Table 3. List of selected features.

Feature Name Feature Description UFS FIDT RFE IV

’open_acc_6m’ Number of open trades in last 6
months

* * * *

’int_rate’ Interest Rate on the loan * * * *
’all_util’ Balance to the credit limit on all

trades
* * *

’inq_fi’ Number of personal finance
inquiries

* * *

’loan_amnt’ The listed amount of the loan
applied for by the borrower

* * *

’funded_amnt’ The total amount committed to that
loan at that point in time

* *

’sub_grade’ Assigned loan subgrade * *
’term’ The number of payments on the loan * *
’total_cu_tl’ Number of finance trades * *
’home_ownership’ The home ownership status provided

by the borrower
*

’num_op_rev_tl’ Number of open revolving accounts *
’num_sats’ Number of satisfactory accounts *
’open_acc’ The number of open credit lines in

the borrower’s credit file
*

’total_bal_ex_mort’ Total credit balance excluding
mortgage

*

’total_il_high
_credit_limit’

Total installment high
credit/credit limit

*

’installment’ The monthly payment owed by the
borrower if the loan originates

*

’annual_inc’ The self-reported annual income
provided by the borrower

*

’debt_to_income’ Percentage of the gross monthly
income used to pay monthly debt

*

’revol_bal’ Total credit revolving balance *
’application_type’ Indicates whether the loan is an

individual or a joint application
*
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Figure 2. Wordcloud of the selected features.

As for the performance of the fitted XGBoost model for each selector, we can conclude
that all feature selection techniques built slightly similar models in terms of accuracy.
Although the results (predictions) of the machine learning models, such as the XGBoost
classifier used in this paper, are generally unexplainable, we were able to derive the most
important features shared by different selectors [39]. This finding is due to the fact the four
selectors share common initial tree-splitting features as mentioned above.

Although this research was able to recommend the relevant features and variables to
rely on when deciding on the loan request status, it is important to investigate other types
of feature selection techniques on different data sets rather than the Lending Club data.
The XGBoost classifier may be also replaced by another more evolved technique, which
may improve the performance. It is worth noting that the the definition of default used in
this paper is too conservative. We might classify a customer as a defaulter if they passed
90 days without paying back the installment as defined by the regulations of the Bank for
International Settlements (BIS).

6. Conclusions and Future Work

For financial institutions, credit risk assessment is crucial in approving or rejecting a
loan request. Banks and money-lending companies aim to discriminate between good and
bad borrowers. Good borrowers are customers who are able to abide by their liabilities as
scheduled. However, bad customers will default during the reimbursement of their debt.
In this paper, we studied the main features that help to distinguish between good and bad
customers. We implemented different feature selection techniques followed by building
their respective XGBoost classifier. The first objective was to find the relevant features
that the financial analyst shall observe in order to determine the possible type of borrower.
Secondly, the found features can be used to fit an artificial classifier with the reduced
curse of dimensionality, lesser training time, no overfitting, and higher performance. We
found that the number of trades/accounts opened in the last 6 months, the interest rate,
the balance of all trades to the credit limit, the number of personal finance inquiries,
and the loan amount are the most important determinants of customer creditworthiness.
Furthermore, we found that the performance of the XGBoost classifiers are slightly different
for all selectors due to the fact that they share the same main features used to perform the
first splits in their fitted decision trees.
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